
Chapter 655

Every time Qamar saw a man, he would count them.

“Mr. Qamar, what’s wrong?”

Samuel asked with a confused look on his face.

“Oh, Mr. Clarke asked if the Quinn family has no more men, so the Quinn family left a woman holding the bag.

“So, I'm now counting how many men there are in the Quinn family.”

Qamar smiled meaningfully, then turned and left without stopping.

The faces of Samuel and the rest of the men of the Quinn family all turned red as if they had eaten flies.

However, they did not dare to get angry with Qamar at all, they could only endure it with gritted teeth.

No matter how embarrassed they were, they could only endure it.

Qamar closed the courtyard door as he left.

The Quinn family turned red and did not speak as if they had been stricken dumb.

“Uhm...”

Old Madam Quinn sat down slowly and opened her mouth but she did not know where to start.

Some of the members of the Quinn family also had not recovered from the shock.



Qamar’s visit here had completely confirmed that Willow did indeed meet Harry Clarke, the general manager of
Reach For Will Group, yesterday.

In addition, she also had a friendly chat with Harry, which was confirmed by Qamar.

Then, the crisis of the Quinn family was averted.

In short, it was thanks to Willow that the Quinn family's crisis was averted.

Now, the facts were in front of them and they had to admit it even if they wished to deny it.

Just as everyone was stunned, Samuel received a few more calls again.

It was all the good news about the Quinn Corporation.
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The Quinn Corporation’s business was like a sinking ship before and it was about to drown in a sea of debts and sink
completely.

Now, all the leaks on the ship had been plugged.

The crisis of the Quinn Corporation had been completely averted!

The gazes of the Quinn family slowly shifted and all were focused on Willow.

“Willow, you really solved it! Good! Very good!"

Old Madam Quinn said as she looked at Willow. Her voice was full of admiration.

This time the crisisr>f the Quinn family was lifted and Old Madam Quinn was definitely the most excited and the happiest
person of all.

It was because Simon and the others all had their own selfishness.

Only Old Madam Quinn was absolutely dedicated to the Quinn Corporation.

Now that the problems of the Quinn Corporation had been resolved, she was really excited from the bottom of her heart!

“Grandma, I just did what anyone would have done.”

Willow was also extremely confused. This happiness came too suddenly.

The matter of the Quinn Corporation had troubled her for a long time, especially in the past two days,

she had been sleepless all those nights.

All of a sudden, all the problems were solved now.



The burden that had been suppressing her was suddenly lifted at once. She felt so relaxed and comfortable instantly.

“Old Madam Quinn, since Willow has accomplished this, then she doesn’t have to marry Quill Zimmer anymore, right?”

Kent said as he slowly stood up and looked at Old Madam Quinn.

Willow also looked at the Old Madam Quinn with great anticipation.

“This...”

Old Madam Quinn hesitated slightly and thought about things in her mind.

As a wealthy upstart in River City, the Zimmer family definitely had potential although they could not be said to hold the
strongest power and authority yet.

At least, the current Zimmer family was more powerful than the Quinn family.

Countless women from wealthy families wished to marry into the Zimmer family.

Even the Quinn family would get huge benefits if they united with the Zimmer family through marriage.

Therefore, Old Madam Quinn really hoped that Willow could marry Quill Zimmer.

Moreover, Sean had already been kicked out of the Quinn family at this time and no one would stop this matter.



“Mom, you said it yourself, what you’ve said is just like the water poured out that cannot be taken back.!”

When Kent saw Old Madam Quinn was hesitating, he hurriedly shouted.

Old Madam Quinn remained silent and finally nodded slightly after a while.

She definitely could not deny this matter.

“Okay! From today onwards, I’ll no longer force you to be with Quill Zimmer.”

Old Madam Quinn turned to look at Willow and said in a serious tone.

“Thankyou, grandma.”

At this moment, Willow felt more and more relaxed.

All the efforts she made were for this.

It was just to stop the Quinn family from interfering in her relationship so that she could choose love by herself.

“That, mom, you said before... Ahem...”

Fion reminded Old Madam Quinn in a soft voice.

The Quinn family immediately understood that Fion was reminding Old Madam Quinn about the position of the
head of the Qpinn family!

After all, Old Madam Quinn herself said that if anyone could solve the crisis of the Quinn family, then the entire
Quinn family would be handed over to them.

Now, Willow had accomplished this.



Hence, Willow should take over as the head of the Quinn family!

Willow did not care about this but Fion did, so she could not help but mention it at this time.

“Fion, what are you thinking about?

“I tell you, your family shouldn't get too far."

Samuel’s wife, who was Willow’s aunt, immediately stood up and shouted.

“Isn’t it? Don’t be greedy and dissatisfied.

head of the Quinn family on the spot, then this matter could still be discussed.

They would still have time to change Old Madam Quinn’s mind.

Although Fion was unwilling, she had to accept it.

Everyone chatted for a while and then left the Quinn family's ancestral residence with their own thoughts.

Willow was naturally extremely happy, but Simon and the others were all very unhappy.

They had even made several preparations. Even if the Quinn family was really destroyed, they could still ensure
that their living conditions would not worsen.

Alas, Willow had solved the crisis of the Quinn family now.

This thing gave them a severe warning.

“Dad, I'm so glad! So glad!”



Willow showed a sincere smile inside the car. >

It was the first time in two years she had shown such joy.
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